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No.

1

2

Section

New Fiction

New Fiction

Author

Title

Description

Binding

ISBN

Publisher

Bator, Joanna

Rok krolika

Julia Mrok decides to disappear. She plots her
escape around the strange story of a killer rabbit
she read in a tabloid. Soon she finds herself in a
small town, where the only hotel is anything but
the quiet place she's been looking for…

hb

9788324043514

Znak

2016 £15.50

Bialer, Anna

Zyciem rzadzi
chaos

What does a mature woman need when she can
no longer be bothered with the things she once
cared for? Good friends, peace of mind and a little
bit of luxury. Chick-lit.

pb

9788328703414

Muza SA

2016 £15.99

pb

9788380832855

Novae Res

2016 £13.99

pb

9788365521385

Zysk i S-ka

2016 £15.50

3

New Fiction

C., Piotr

Brud

Relu, a successful lawyer, doesn't particularly like
people. But people love him, and often reveal their
darkest secrets to him. Drinking and listening to
their stories, Relu realizes how deep loneliness
can be and how we all hide something from the
outside world.

4

New Fiction

Cherezinska,
Elzbieta

Krolowa

Set in medieval Europe, this is an epic saga
wrapped around the lives of several royal families.

Date

Price
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5

6

7

8

9

10

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

Chutnik, Sylwia

Cwirlej, Ryszard

Dyda, Ewelina

Hemerling,
Marek

Horn, Iga

Janyska, Anna

2

Smutek
cinkciarza

A novel inspired by the tale of a money-changer
killed by his son. The author creates her own
version of the family story.

pb

9788365157102

Od deski do
deski

2016 £13.99

Tylko umarli
wiedza

July 1932. Europe is in deep economic crisis. The
closer it gets to the elections, the more radical
German society becomes. Meanwhile, an
important member of the Communist Party gets
murdered.

pb

9788379765973

Czwarta
Strona

2017 £15.99

Zla waluta

Detective Rau begins an investigation into the
death of Igor Haddan, a Polish man of Arab origin.
Soon, some murders happen in the small town.
There seems to be an influential group of people
who are determined to prove that Haddan was
responsible for all the deaths.

pb

9788328037274

W.A.B.

2017 £14.99

A sci-fi novel. All has been decided a long time
ago; the successful business is going to stay in
the family, ruled by Pillon and his sons. Filip is just
Pillon i Synowie
one of those sons, being trained to follow the
family tradition over 100 years after his biological
parents died.

pb

9788364756481

Sumptibus

2016 £12.99

Cialo

It is high summer at the seaside. The
holidaymakers notice something strange floating
towards the coast. When the police arrive, they
discover it is human skin. Max Haas is reminded
of a similar case from 15 years ago…

pb

9788380752030

Filia

2017 £15.99

To nie jest
opowiesc dla
mlodych ludzi

After Bruno was born, his mother decided to never
let him out of the house in order to hide his
disability. Through the window, Bruno observes a
little girl, for whom life always means escape. A
strange bond develops between the children, both
equally lonely.

pb

9788328704138

Muza SA

2016 £14.99
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12

13

14

New Fiction

Koisz, Jakub

New Fiction

Krenz,
Katarzyna &
Julita Bielak

New Fiction

New Fiction

Kuncewiczowna,
Maria

Michalak,
Katarzyna

3

YOLO

The universe of four young Warsawians focuses
on failed attempts to avoid extensive clubbing and
struggles to overcome loneliness. Is there still
space for real human relationships in this crazy
world?

pb

9788393570973

Ovo

2016 £14.99

Ksiezyc
mysliwych

Thomas disappears, so does his daughter, and his
best friend loses his memory in a mysterious
accident. Thomas' wife receives a visit from a
strange man. What is the secret of the island of
Sylt?

hb

9788324043439

Znak

2016 £14.99

Cudzoziemka

A deep and touching portrait of an unfulfilled
woman. Roza's passion for art was destroyed by
her teacher and her heart was broken by a young
man who never loved her. Can she still forgive
and find peace?

pb

9788380970786

Proszynski i
S-ka

2016 £12.99

Lesna polana

Gabriela and Wiktor love each other, but their past
and the obstacles they come across are
preventing them from being happy together. Will
they meet again in Lesna Polana - a cottage in the
middle of the forest, where they can escape from
all evil?

pb

9788324036905

Znak

2016 £14.99

pb

9788363768188

Dygresje

2016 £15.99

pb

9788328036871

W.A.B.

2016 £14.99

15

New Fiction

Milcarz, Arun

Czad: w
poszukiwaniu
straconego

A corporate worker, tired of deadlines and targets,
decides to go to the Sahara to escape his
mundane life. He arrives in Chad, but soon
realizes that his wife, mad at him for disappearing,
emptied their bank account. His journey may be
challenging.

16

New Fiction

Miszczuk,
Katarzyna B.

Noc Kupaly

Humour, traditional Slavic beliefs, and a
passionate romance all combine in this bestselling
novel revolving around the Night of Love.
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17

New Fiction

Noszczynska,
Danuta

Nowakowska,
Anna Maria

18

New Fiction

19

New Fiction Nowicka, Bronka

20

21

22

23

New Fiction

Pilch, Jerzy

New Fiction Rogozinski, Alek

New Fiction

New Fiction

Schrammek,
Dorota

Socha, Natasza

4

A story of a young woman whose life has been
steered by her mother's unfulfilled ambitions.
When her mother matches her with a young man
who later turns to the priesthood, she cannot
forget him. Years later they meet again…

pb

9788380531420

Burda

2017 £14.99

Dziunia moves to Great Britain to search for her
dream home. Before long she realizes that all the
Wymarzony dom
wonderful things her aunt told her about life in the
Dziuni
UK are not quite true, and that life is more or less
the same everywhere.

pb

9788328036048

W.A.B.

2017 £14.99

Nakarmic
kamien

A poetic novel undermining the structures, values
and logic that we often take for granted. Winner of
the Polish Nike Prize 2016.

pb

9788365125026

Biuro
Literackie

2016 £13.99

Portrer mlodej
Wenecjanki

A historian who's been obsessively looking for
love for all his life, meets a young woman that
looks exactly like someone in one of his favourite
paintings. Soon, their passionate love affairs take
a dramatic turn.

hb

9788308062999

Do trzech razy
smierc

Roza Krull, a crime writer, arrives at a writers
conference. On the first day, one of the writers is
poisoned, and the black rose the killer left behind
suggests they are trying to bring the plot of one of
Krull's novels to life.

pb

9788380751941

Filia

2017 £14.99

Dom, ktorego
nie bylo

Four women meet at therapy group, each of them
trying to understand the difficult relationships they
had with their mothers, that shaped their lives. Will
they be able to overcome the past and learn to be
happy again?

pb

9788364312892

Szara
Godzina

2016 £15.99

Zuzanna starts working in a missing mail office.
One day, she discovers a couple that have been
Biuro przesylek
trying to get in touch with one another for 30
niedoreczonych
years. She realizes there is no more time to waste
and decides to help them.

pb

9788376428758

Pascal

2016 £14.99

Zla milosc

Wydawnictwo
2017 £13.99
Literackie
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24

Szewczykowska,
New Fiction
Karolina

25

New Fiction

26

Translations

Wojciechowski,
Piotr

Akunin, Boris

5

Druga strona
miasta

What connects two women that die almost at the
same time? Why did a policeman kill his son? And
who is the man playing god? Every family has its
secrets. A captivating thriller.

pb

9788380970366

Strych swiata

An absurd novel which turns all problems of the
contemporary world into a dark joke. Highly
amusing, but also offers some hope.

hb

9788380321304 Wielka Litera 2016 £15.99

Planeta Woda

Set in the 19th century, when literature was great,
faith in progress undoubted and murders elegant.
Who is professor Krank and how is he connected
to the murder of a nun? A gripping crime novel.
Translated from Russian.

pb

9788380315242 Swiat ksiazki

2016 £14.99

pb

9788328037700

2017 £15.99

Proszynski i
S-ka

2017 £15.99

27

Translations

Arenz, Eward

Zapach
czekolady

A bestselling historical romance. A former soldier
begins his new life at his uncle's chocolate factory.
His passionate romance with married Elena is
interrupted by a tragic accident. Translated from
German.

28

Translations

Baldacci, David

Ostatnia mila

Translation of 'The last mile'.

pb

9788327155900 Dolnoslaskie

29

Translations

Banner,
Catherine

Dom na skraju
nocy

Translation of 'The House at the edge of the night'.

pb

9788380694736

30

Translations

Burton, Jessie

Muza

Translation of 'The Muse'.

hb

9788308062357

31

Translations

Cameron, W.
Bruce

Byl sobie pies

Translation of 'A Dog's purpose'.

pb

9788365506986

32

Translations

Coelho, Paulo

Szpieg

English title: 'The Spy'. Translation from
Portuguese.

pb

9788364488450 Drzewo Babel 2016 £12.99

33

Translations

Divakaruni,
Chitra Banerjee

U stop bogini

Translation of 'Before we visit the Goddess'.

pb

9788365506900

Kobiece

2017 £15.99

34

Translations

Dobbs, Michael

Wojna Winstona

Translation of 'Winston's war'.

pb

9788324037322

Znak

2017 £15.99

W.A.B.

Proszynski
Media

2017 £14.99
2016 £15.99

Wydawnictwo
2017 £16.50
Literackie
Kobiece

2017 £15.99
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35

Translations

Fielding, Helen

Dziennik Bridget
Jones: dziecko

Translation of 'Bridget Jones' baby'.

pb

9788365521903

36

Translations

Flanagan,
Richard

Pragnienie

Translation of 'Wanting'.

hb

9788308062944

37

Translations

Gaiman, Neil

Amerykanscy
bogowie

Translation of 'American Gods'.

hb

9788374806763

38

Translations

Graham,
Winston

Poldark:
Warleggan

Translation from English.

pb

9788380154605 Czarna Owca 2016 £14.99

39

Translations

Gudenkauf,
Heather

Gleboko ukryte

Translation of 'Missing pieces'

pb

9788380752016

Filia

2017 £15.99

40

Translations

Kepler, Lars

Stalker

Translation from Swedish.

pb

9788380493308

Czarne

2016 £15.99

41

Translations

Roberts, Nora

Obsesja

Translation of 'The Obsession'.

pb

9788379454402

Edipresse

2016 £15.99

42

Translations

Roth, Veronica

Naznaczeni
smiercia

Translation of 'Carve the mark'.

pb

9788376865300

Jaguar

2017 £16.99

43

Translations

Shalev, Meir

Dwie
niedzwiedzice

Translation of 'Two she-bears'.

pb

9788365586889

Marginesy

2017 £14.99

44

Translations

Sheridan, Mia

Bez szans

Translation of 'Kyland'.

pb

9788375152975

Otwarte

2017 £15.99

45

Translations Shirreff, Richard

2017. Wojna z
Rosja

Translation of 'War with Russia'.

pb

9788380620834

Rebis

2016 £14.99

46

Translations

Stedman, M. L.

Światło między
oceanami

Translation of 'The Light between oceans'.

pb

9788379857302

Albatros

2016 £14.99

47

Translations

Steel, Danielle

Wezbrane wody

Translation of 'Rushing waters'.

pb

9788324036851

Miedzy
Slowami

2016 £15.99

48

Translations

Stephenson,
Neal

7EW

Translation of 'Seveneves'.

pb

9788374806718

MAG

2017 £18.99

Zysk i S-ka

2016 £15.00

Wydawnictwo
2017 £14.99
Literackie
MAG

2016 £15.99
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Translations

Tolkien, J.R.R.

Opowiesc o
Kullervo

Translation of 'The Story of Kullervo'.

hb

9788380970243

Proszynski i
S-ka

2016 £15.99

50

Translations

Vargas Llosa,
Mario

Dzielnica
wystepku

Through dark corners of Lima and aristocratic
parties, this provocative novel depicts crime,
affairs, murder, business and poverty. Translation
from Spanish.

hb

9788324043446

Znak

2016 £16.99

51

Teenage &
Young Adult

Anotsu, Jim

Miecz
Herobrine'a

Translation of 'The Sword of Herobrine'.

pb

9788376428734

Pascal

2016 £13.99

52

Teenage &
Young Adult

Evans, Kathryn

Eva Teva i
wiecej Tev

Translation of 'More of me'.

pb

9788328037021

Ya!

2017 £13.99

53

Teenage &
Young Adult

Hegarty, Shane

Miasteczko
Darkmord

Translation of 'Darkmouth'.

hb

9788324039883

Znak

2017 £13.99

54

Teenage &
Young Adult

McDaniel,
Lurlene

Dar serca

Translation of 'Heart to heart'.

pb

9788365351210

Lucky

2016 £11.99

55

Teenage &
Young Adult

Riggs, Ransom

Osobliwy dom
pani Peregrine

Translation of 'Miss Peregrine's home for peculiar
children'. Film cover edition.

pb

9788380082533

Media
Rodzina

2016 £13.99

56

Teenage &
Wallach, Tommy
Young Adult

Przed koncem
swiata

Translation of 'We all looked up'.

pb

9788380740495 Bukowy Las

2016 £14.99

Szalona historia
komputerow

The fascinating history of computers, from the
most basic early models up to the powerful
machines of today. Simple and approachable, yet
very informative. Age 10+

pb

9788380970441

Proszynski i
S-ka

2017 £12.99

49

57

Children's
Education
Materials

Koziol, Marcin
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58

Children's
Education
Materials

Pawlak, Romek

59

Children's
Fiction

60

Children's
Fiction

GalewskaKustro, Marta

61

Children's
Fiction

62

63

64

Czy musze
pracowac, czyli
po co komu
pieniadze?

A family man gets promoted at work and receives
a pay rise. But why? And who decides how much
currency is worth? And why do we need money
anyway? All they need to know about money
explained in a simple, approachable manner. Age
6+

8

pb

9788378743019

MAC
Edukacja

Large illustrations of six Polish cities, with the
Fratczak-Rodak, Polska: podroze
Podroznicki family hidden somewhere in each
Monika
male i duze
one. Try to find them and get to know the city. Age
4+

hb

9788380571051

Debit

2017 £11.99

Pucio mowi
pierwsze slowa

Meet Pucio's lovely family and spend time with
them as Pucio practices his first words. The book
is great for both toddlers learning to speak and for
older children who want to practice basic reading.

hb

9788310131539

Nasza
Ksiegarnia

2017 £12.99

Gough, Julian

Krolik i Misia:
niesmaczne
zwyczaje Krolika

Translation of 'Rabbit's bad habits'.

hb

9788380731806 Zielona Sowa 2017

Children's
Fiction

JedrzejeswkaWrobel,
Roksana

Siedmiu
Seven stories tackling problems children may
wspanialych i
experience in the modern world: parent's divorce,
szesc innych, bullying, inequality etc. In a simple way, the stories
nie calkiem
explain how to handle such situations and
znanych historii
encourage children to discuss the problems.

hb

9788365479129

Children's
Fiction

Kesley, Annie

Dziennik Toski
Marzec: wyspa
strachow

Translation of 'Pippa Morgan's diary: Isle of Fright'.

pb

9788380731721 Zielona Sowa 2017

Children's
Fiction

LazarczykKaczmarek,
Izabela

Gdy rodzice byli
dziecmi: zima

Young readers will travel back in time to
experience winter as their parents did - what they
wore, how they played, how they decorated
Christmas trees and why oranges were the best
things ever. Age 6+

hb

9788378743095

Bajka

MAC
Edukacja

2017

£7.99

£9.99

2016 £13.99

2017

£7.99

£8.99
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65

Children's
Fiction

Majewski,
Lukasz

Ancyklopek na
placu zabaw

Ancyklopek goes to the playground and learns
about respecting others and playing together. Age
2+

hb

9788394524968

TADAM

2016 £10.99

66

Children's
Fiction

Matras, Agata

Maly, Duzy i
chmura

Duzy cannot get rid of the dark cloud that follows
him everywhere and ruins his mood. But his friend
Maly is there to help him feel happy again. Age 2+

hb

9788394524944

TADAM

2016

67

Children's
Fiction

Mendez, Raquel
& Helga Bansch

Trzy swinki

A beautifully illustrated version of the classic tales
of Three Little Pigs.

hb

9788365480101

Tako

2016 £13.99

68

Children's
Fiction

Ratowska,
Paulina

Zarymowane
zwierzatka

Rhyming poems about animals. Age 2+

hb

9788378565161

Poligraf

2016 £12.99

Koniec swiata
nr 13

Sabina is 12 and would like to live in a normal flat
like all of her friends. Instead, her house is in the
middle of nowhere and her home is far from
normal - full of artists, crazy guests not to mention
the crazy birds that her parents collect. Age 10+

hb

9788376724669

Literatura

2016 £11.99

£8.99

69

Children's
Fiction

Ryrych,
Katarzyna

70

Children's
Fiction

Seven, John &
Jana Christy

Zasady sa po to, Translation of 'A rule is to break: a child's guide to
by je lamac
anarchy'.

hb

9788393996568

Trojka
Bractwo

2016 £13.99

71

Children's
Fiction

Simon,
Francesca

Koszmarny
Karolek:
Translation of 'Horrid Henry and the Secret Club'.
koszmarna klasa

hb

9788324040070

Znak

2017 £12.99

72

Children's
Fiction

Swiecki, Adam

hb

9788394633004

TADAM

Pan Lasuch Mis

An amusing, rhyming adventure of Mr Bear
illustrated in comic book style. Age 2+

2017

£8.99
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73

Children's
Fiction

Szygula, Alicja &
Jakub Glaz

Wspolne nie
znaczy niczyje

A useful book explaining how public space
belongs to all of us, how we can improve it to
serve the needs of the community, the importance
of thinking about the space and other people
around us. Age 6+

74

Children's
Fiction

Various

To ja! Duzy i
odwazny

Short stories aimed at building self-confidence in
children. Age 4+

hb

9788380970465

Proszynski i
S-ka

2017 £11.99

75

Children's
Fiction

Witek, Rafal

Chlopiec z
Lampedusy

Based on the true story of a refugee boy, this
beautifully illustrated book aims to explain how
and why some people may be forced to look for a
new home. Age 7+

hb

9788376724799

Literatura

2016 £10.99

76

Travel

Badkhen, Anna

Cztery pory roku
Translation of 'The world is a carpet: four seasons
w afganskiej
in an Afghan village'.
wiosce

pb

9788365506207

Kobiece

2017 £14.99

77

Travel

Glombiowski,
Michal

Zaklecie
podrozne. Kreta
od kuchni

The residents of Crete are known for their
longevity and health. The author spent 6 months
on the island researching the local cuisine and
collecting fascinating stories from the locals.

pb

9788327155856 Dolnoslaskie

2017 £15.00

78

Self-help

Christensen,
Tanner

Tworcze
wyzwania

Translation of 'The Creativity challenge'.

pb

9788328321373

Helion

2016 £14.99

79

Self-help

Izzo, John

Wez sprawy w
swoje rece

Translation of 'Stepping up: how taking
responsibility changes everything'.

pb

9788375795370

Galaktyka

2017 £13.99

Ch***wa Pani
Domu

A controversial guide on how not to be driven
crazy by what popular perfectionist culture
promotes regarding lifestyle, households, DIY
culture and beauty. Be a terrible housewife, and
be happy!

pb

9788324036783

Znak

2016 £12.50

80

Self-help

Kostyszyn,
Magdalena

hb

9788379822218

Narodowe
Centrum
Kultury

2017 £12.99
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Po prostu
przyjazn

Friendship is one of the most important things in
our lives. This book describes different challenges
you might encounter, and how to protect your
friendship.

pb

9788326824036

Agora

2017 £15.99

81

Self-help

Rydlewska,
Hanna

82

Self-help

Schmid, Wilhelm

Spokoj ducha:
co zyskujemy z
wiekiem

Translation of 'What we gain as we grow older'.

pb

9788328037359

W.A.B.

2017 £13.99

83

Self-help

Skalska,
Dagrama

Fitness umyslu

Practice positive thinking and work on your
attitudes and feelings with this helpful guide to
keeping your mind fit and healthy.

pb

9788380531864

Burda

2017 £13.99

Cooking can be a great opportunity for the family
to spend time together. Children will be delighted
to help prepare the simple but delicious meals in
this book.

hb

9788324037063

Znak

2016 £15.99

84

Cookery

Starmach, Anna

Pysznosci.
Kulinarne
pomysly dla
malych szefow
kuchni

85

Parenting

DeSouza, Luiza

Jedz, baw sie,
spij

Translation of 'Eat, play, sleep: the essential guide
to your baby's first three months'.

pb

9788365442680

Vivante

2017 £13.99

86

Parenting

Durajski, Lukasz

Zdrowie
Twojego dziecka

A paediatrician advises on child's health issues,
the most common childhood illnesses, preparing
children for doctor's visit etc.

pb

9788365373724

Esteri

2017 £15.99

87

Parenting

Mielewczyk,
Joanna

Matka Polka
feministka

A book of the difficult parenting stories shared on
the author’s radio show. The stories and their
updates shared in the book will give hope even in
the most challenging circumstances.

pb

9788379765263

Czwarta
Strona

2017 £14.99

88

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Cottrell, Tara &
Dan Zigmond

Dieta Buddy

Translation of 'Buddha's diet'.

pb

9788365442666

Vivante

2017 £14.99
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89

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Engle, Charlie

Biegacz

Translation of 'Running man'.

pb

9788375795578

Galaktyka

2016 £15.00

90

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

GrzelakowskaKostoglu, Ewa

Tajniki DIY z
Red Lipstick
Monster

Top DIY tips and life hacks by a popular blogger.
Learn to make your own cosmetics, practical
things to use at home and great decorations.

hb

9788324037032

Znak

2016 £16.99

91

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

KaminskaRadomska,
Irena

Dress code dla
kobiet

Useful advice for women on how to create their
own individual style, dress for different occasions
and build self-confidence.

pb

9788380316607 Swiat ksiazki

2017 £15.99

92

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Kopyra, Tomasz

Piwo: wszystko
co musisz
wiedziec, aby
nie wyjsc na
glupka

All you need to know about beer, including the
brewing process, different varieties and local
specialities.

pb

9788324036622

Books Flow

2016 £15.99

93

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Lyczko,
Magdalena

Robert Biedron.
Pod prad

Robert Biedron, one of the most popular Polish
politicians, in one of the most major Polish cities,
tells the story of his political success, coming out
as a homosexual, his love for Poland and
aspiration for the future.

hb

9788379454563

Edipresse

2016 £16.99

94

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Moro, Simone

Misja helikopter

A famous climber decided to follow his other
passion - piloting - in order to establish a rescue
service for mountain climbers.

pb

9788326824944

Agora

2017 £15.99

95

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Pankow, Lidia

Bloki w sloncu

A fascinating story of Ursynow - a district of
Warsaw centrally planned and aimed to be the
working class heaven, combined with some
insights into the urbanization concepts.

pb

9788380494558

Czarne

2017 £14.99

96

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Philbrick, Frank
& Stephen

Superdrwal:
ksiazka o
rabaniu

Translation of 'The Backyard lumberjack'.

pb

9788328326927

Helion

2017 £15.99
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97

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

98

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

99

100

13

Jak zarabiac na
Translation of 'How to blog for profit without selling
blogu i pozostac
your soul'.
soba

pb

9788328325661

Helion

2016 £14.99

Swaby, Rachel

Upor i przekora:
52 kobiety ktore
odminily nauke i
swiat

Translation of 'Headstrong: 52 women who
changed science and the world'.

pb

9788326824852

Agora

2017 £14.99

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Tadla, Beata

Czego oczy nie
widza

A colourful memoir of one of the popular Polish TV
presenters, focusing on her career and the joys
and sorrows of dedicating her life to media.

pb

9788380620971

Rebis

2016 £14.99

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Wiking, Meik

Hygge. Klucz od
szczescia

Translation of 'The Little book of hygge'.

hb

9788380155565 Czarna Owca 2016 £12.99

Soukup, Ruth

See the Grant & Cutler website for many more titles, and in many more languages: www.grantandcutler.com
Download our regular catalogues of recent foreign fiction at www.grantandcutler.com
Browse the Foyles website for books on any subject: www.foyles.co.uk
Remember that we now carry large stocks of EFL titles and readers in English.
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GRANT & CUTLER at FOYLES

107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom
grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk, www.grantandcutler.com

ABOUT GRANT & CUTLER AT FOYLES
Established in 1936, and now part of iconic bookseller Foyles, Grant & Cutler has the largest selection of foreign language books in the UK. Our range
includes children's books, popular fiction and classics, translations, language-learning materials, dictionaries and reference, topic-based guides and books
on culture, politics and history.
With access to the Foyles stock of more than 200,000 titles, we can now supply books on any subject and not just foreign languages. We carry large
stocks of EFL titles and English readers.
A selection of the languages on offer
Albanian, Arabic, Bengali, Bulgarian, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Farsi, Finnish, French, German, Gujarati, Hungarian, Italian, Kurdish, Lithuanian,
Norwegian, Panjabi, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Somali, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, Turkish, Urdu, Vietnamese, Yoruba.

ABOUT THIS LIST
This list provides a selection of recently published Polish books, including translations into Polish, and is in fact the list we would have supplied to
OCLC for their CILLA service. Titles are listed on our websites and can be ordered there.

PRICES & DISCOUNTS
Prices are given in British pounds and are correct at the time of cataloguing. They may change due to increases by publishers and to fluctuations in
exchange rates.
Libraries will receive a discount of 20% on all orders from this catalogue.

HOW TO PAY
We accept payment by Mastercard/Visa; cheque in GBP or bank transfer. Libraries and other institutions will normally receive credit terms.
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HOW TO ORDER
Orders can be placed by email, mail, phone, fax, on our websites or by EDI (Nielsen Booknet).

STANDING ORDER PLANS
Keep your readers coming back with hot-off-the-press novels sent to you on a regular basis. We can set up a monthly, quarterly or bi-annual standing
order plan tailored to suit your individual requirements. To discuss a plan, contact Helen Vines (helen.vines@foyles.co.uk).

SHOWROOM VISITS
You are welcome to visit us at Foyles, to browse and choose items from our extensive range of foreign language books, and from the whole of the
Foyles range. Refreshments are provided and our staff are on hand to advise or recommend. Your selection will then be invoiced and sent to you.

CATALOGUES
Titles in our fiction catalogues have descriptions. Other catalogues include language-learning materials and dictionaries in Russian, Arabic, languages of
the Orient, Western, Eastern and Central Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia. We also produce a catalogue of dictionaries suitable for use in an
English as an additional language context.

BOOK SERVICING
Book jackets, barcodes, date labels, stamps and spine labels are all available as part of our service; prices on request.

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES
Our subscription service provides a direct link to Europe. Your newspapers, magazines and journals arrive direct from the country of publication but
with the convenience of a single invoice from Grant & Cutler. Subscriptions run for a year. A list of available titles can be found on our website.

MARC RECORDS
UKMARC and MARC21 records are available free to BDS subscribers for most of our titles. However we regret that they are not available for books
in our Urdu, Tamil, Farsi, Gujarati and similar lists.
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SOME COMMENTS FROM LIBRARY CUSTOMERS



...but having seen the increase in issues that using the expertise of G&C can bring… (London Borough of Greenwich Libraries)
I will definitely be recommending Grant and Cutler to any other of the regional development officers as well as libraries in Wales (Powys Regional
Development Office)



I looked through the books and they look wonderful. I am very impressed with the selection and service of your company. I had placed orders with several
companies in the US before I placed the order with you and yet your books came first (Ann Arbor District Library, USA).



…thanks for arranging the order of Polish books a couple of months ago. I am very pleased how that worked out and I would like to ask if I could arrange for
more Suppliers selections in other languages (Oxford Central Library)



Hello Helen, I had a very successful visit on Thursday - no doubt you are busy working your way through them now! (Reading Libraries)



Just a quick email to say how pleased I am with the stock that you and your staff have selected for us. The books in Polish in particular are flying off the
shelves and are just right for our readers! Many thanks for all your hard work. (a public librarian)

CONTACT
Barbara Berezowska: barbara.berezowska@foyles.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 3206 2641, Fax: +44 (0)20 7434 1580

GRANT & CUTLER at FOYLES

107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom
grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk, www.grantandcutler.com

